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# Script is modified from XDemo5 
# Version 0.4 
# 4/30/10 
# 
# Incorporates script segments from Carlos Calderon's review on April 12, 2010 
############################ 
# Define some of the parameters here to avoid repetition 
# 10m - model sampling 
#dx=10 dz=10 
#nx=144 nz=83 
# 5m model sampling 
#dx=5 dz=5 
#nx=289 nz=165 
# 2.5 m model sampling 
dx=2.5 dz=2.5 
nx=577 nz=329 
# 1m model sampling 
#dx=1. dz=1. 
#nx=1441 nz=821 
# smoothing radius (in number of samples) for smoothing density and velocity fields 
#sm=2 
sm=4 







# Building a model with "unif2" 
# build the file of velocities 
unif2 < model1.unif2 nx=$nx nz=$nz dx=$dx \ 
v00=700,1200 dz=$dz > $vfile 
# build the file of densities 
unif2 < model1.unif2 nx=$nx nz=$nz dx=$dx \ 
v00=1.8,2.0 dz=$dz > $dfile 
# ############################################### 
# smooth vel-density fields 
# smooth the density - smooth2 is a SU command that works in straight binary files (no headers), execute 
76 
# to see its documentation 
smooth2 <density.1 n1=$nz n2=$nx r1=$sm r2=$sm > $dfiles 
# for smoothing the velocity, a few steps are required, velocities are converted to slowness  
# using command 'suop', this commands needs headers in the input and using 'suaddhead' adds an 
# empty header. Command 'sustrip' removes the headers to output a binary file. 
suaddhead <velocity.1 ns=$nz |suop op=inv | sustrip | smooth2 n1=$nz n2=$nx r1=$sm r2=$sm | \ 
suaddhead ns=$nz |suop op=inv | sustrip > $vfiles 
# view the models 
ximage < $vfile title="velocity profile" legend=1 \ 
n1=$nz n2=$nx d1=$dz d2=$dx & 
ximage < $dfile title="density profile" legend=1 \ 
n1=$nz n2=$nx d1=$dz d2=$dx & 
ximage < $dfiles title="density profile smoothed" legend=1 \ 
n1=$nz n2=$nx d1=$dz d2=$dx & 
ximage < $vfiles title="velocity profile smoothed" legend=1 \ 
n1=$nz n2=$nx d1=$dz d2=$dx & 
# ############################################################### 
# finite difference modeling 
# note that 'nt' has been removed from the param list and that 
# the smoothed field are used in the input 
# shot at 600 m 
sufdmod2 < $vfiles xs=600 zs=10 nx=$nx nz=$nz dx=$dx dz=$dz \ 
dfile=$dfiles fmax=60 tmax=2.0 hsz=10 hsfile=$hsfile abs=1,1,1,1 \ 
verbose=2 mt=4 > cube1.out 
# view movie 
#suxmovie < cube1.out n1=200 n2=100 d1=10 d2=20 loop=1 & 
# print synthetic seismogram 
suximage < $hsfile perc=99 title=six_hundred_m_shot & 
exit 0 
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Appendix B – Digital Data 
This section is a CD containing: 
1. Raw and processed borehole seismic data;
2. Raw and processed surface reflection data;
3. Minivib frequency sweeps;
4. GPS data; and
5. Copy of field notes.
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Appendix C – Approval for Use of Copyrighted Material 
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